Maine PowerOptions
P.O. Box 2268
127 Community Drive
Augusta, ME 04338-2268

877-852-3332 x219 (voice)
207-621-0744 x219 (voice)
1-866-618-1679
(FAX)
Agreement Regarding Energy Data

The undersigned (“Member”) has indicated its Intent to Participate in the formation of Maine PowerOptions, a
program of the Maine Municipal Bond Bank (“MMBB”) and the Maine Health & Higher Educational Facilities
Authority ("MHHEFA"). To carry out the development of the consortium, MMBB and MHHEFA and Member
more specifically agree to the gathering and tabulation of relevant energy data as described below. Throughout this
Agreement, references to Member also include the Member’s affiliates.
Member will provide data that MMBB and MHHEFA reasonably requests for the purposes of 1) describing and
evaluating Member and its integration into the consortium, 2) describing the business volume and characteristics of
the consortium and various subsets, 3) representing the group to potential suppliers, aggregators and other service
providers, 4) calculating group benefits, and 5) other purposes consistent with the aims of Maine PowerOptions.
Member also agrees to facilitate MMBB’s and MHHEFA's efforts to obtain information directly from its suppliers
or others with access to needed data; the “Authorization to Release Information” will evidence its approval.
Member understands its data may be obtained and used by MMBB and MHHEFA in disaggregated form and that
MMBB and MHHEFA expects to release consortium information only in aggregated formats, combined in various
ways for evaluation. MMBB and MHHEFA agrees not to identify Member’s data without express consent, or to
release disaggregated data unless Member, by virtue of size or load characteristics, is unavoidably the sole member
of an evaluated class. MMBB and MHHEFA will use its best efforts to avoid publishing analyses that single out
members and to mask identities in any such presentations.
MMBB and MHHEFA agrees that, absent a lawful order, it will not release Member’s identifiable disaggregated
data to any party not directly related to Maine PowerOptions, including potential or engaged suppliers, without
Member’s specific written approval. Member specifically acknowledges that its data may be or may become
available to others through sources other than MMBB and MHHEFA.
In the event of withdrawal from Maine PowerOptions, Member’s data will be excluded from subsequent MMBB
and MHHEFA analyses and MMBB and MHHEFA will have no further right to access, or responsibility to maintain
the information.
Upon request, a copy of its data will be provided to Member.

Agreed this _____________day of ___________, 20__,
FOR:

By:

Maine PowerOptions
P.O. Box 2268
127 Community Drive
Augusta, ME 04338-2268
_______________________

Member:

By:

________________________
(Organization Name)
________________________
(Address)
________________________
( print name and sign below)

Signature: _______________________

Signature:

________________________

Title:

Title:

________________________

_______________________

Telephone: 877-852-3332 or 207-621-0744 Telephone: ________________________
FAX:

207-623-5359

e-mail: _______________________

FAX:

________________________

e-mail:

________________________
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